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Founded in one recession, with unprecedented growth in another, Glenisk’s success is rooted in innovation.

Glenisk …
•

•
•
•

•
•

Family-owned and operated producer
of organic dairy and goats milk
products
Established 1987; Organic since 1995
Partnered with Stonyfield Organic in
2006
Committed to sustainability, one of
the first verified members of Origin
Green
One of Ireland’s fastest growing
grocery brands
Winner of multiple business, food and
environmental awards

Revenue
Growth &
Exports

Sales are +25% YOY from
2008-2013

Fastest
Growing
Brand!

Exports now account for 20% of turnover

Tripling of
Market
Share

Glenisk
2008-2013

Recommended
Most!

One Of The Fastest Growing Grocery Brands
Product Innovation …
•Like all innovation at Glenisk, product innovation varies
from major step changes to small tweaks – sometimes it’s
a recipe adjustment, a range extension, a format addition
but sometimes it’s an entirely new product concept with
the potential to transform the business. Either way, we
don’t stand still.
•Product milestones include organic conversion in 1995;
creation of goats milk range in 1996; Sugar Free Recipe
Baby Products from 2009; Greek Style Yogurt in 2011;
Pure Originals in 2012; Go-Yos in 2013.

Packaging Innovation …
•Formats, Materials, Communications – we see the value in upgrading
and leveraging our packaging …
•Developing new pack sizes and formats to extend both our range
and our usage applications – like new Go-Yos Yogurt Tubes
•Partnerships on-pack with like-minded partners – used to provide
added value to customers, or to support our CSR programme:
•Materials – our Pure Originals are now produced in the first ever
exclusively PET Big Pot Packaging, making them 100% Recyclable!

Manufacturing Innovation …
Initiatives include:
•Re building and future-proofing our manufacturing facility with a
focus on sustainability.
•Commitment to renewable energy – installation of our first Wind
Turbine in 2010, along with an unique reed bed system to
manage waste water.
•Investment in renewable energy and piloting of electric vehicles.
•Partnering with suppliers to develop green infrastructure
throughout the supply chain
•Glenisk is one of the first Origin Green Verified Members with a
plan to become Ireland’s first carbon neutral dairy.

Marketing Innovation … Upfront & Personal Pop Up

•
•
•
•

Upfront & Personal (Shop Front/ Pop Up) - directly connected with customers during Summer 2013
Showcased versatility of yogurt with fresh sweet + savoury dishes, using top Irish food producer ingredients.
Aimed to: increase brand awareness and affinity; grow yogurt category through new usage occasions; build
relationships with key stakeholders including customers, retailers, bloggers, media, partners and chefs.
Leveraged via traditional, online & social media
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